AMERICA'S PASTIME, AMERICAN MADE.™

Since 1934, in a small town called Nocona, Texas, premium ball gloves have been handcrafted by talented and skilled American workers, using the world's highest quality leathers. Many of these people have dedicated their lives to producing the finest baseball and softball gloves, so that each and every glove can be used with confidence and pride. Nocona gloves are individually cut, stamped, stitched, laced, and embroidered, which gives each one its own unique identity and feel. Today, Nocona is focused on the future, with many of the same principles that have guided our past — quality, craftsmanship, innovation, integrity, and a commitment to our employees, suppliers, customers, and our country. We continue to put classic American workmanship into every glove, using techniques that have developed for more than 80 years.

CONTACT
800.433.0957
INFO@NOKONA.COM
WWW.NOKONA.COM
FACTORY/TOURS
105 Clay Street, Nocona, TX 76255
CORPORATE
4602 E. Thomas Road, Phoenix, AZ 85018

GET CONNECTED
@NOKONABALLGLOVES
@NOKONABALLGLOVES
@NOKONABASEBALL

LEATHER GUIDE

FULL GRAIN STEERHIDE
Premium-grade, full-grain Steerhides, sourced from American ranchers, turned to our long-standing specifications, and offered in Walnut™ (our signature Steerhide, known for its classic “Crunch” feel and feel), Buckskin™ (infused with proprietary oils and waxes for a soft and pliable yet dense feel), Sandstone™ (our pro-grade Steerhide, with a smooth and hard finish), and SuperSoft™ (our newest, specially-tanned Steerhide, has the most flex-bility and softness, while maintaining good structure).

AUSTRALIAN KANGAROO
Sourced from wild-range Australian kangaroos, Nocona has been making gloves with this unique leather for over 50 years. Kangaroo Leather is a high-performance and specialized leather, that is stronger and lighter-weight than most other ball glove leathers. Kangaroo Leather offers greater strength, and this leather is soft and flexible, and resists the effects of perspiration. When combining Kangaroo Leather with our Steerhides, we call it Buckaroo™.

AMERICAN BISON
Similar in strength to our Steerhide leathers, American Bison has a distinctive grain, and is flexible and soft, for easy break-in. Ideal for Select gloves and for Adults who are looking for a durable, flexible, and easy-to-break-in glove. American Bison is also a light-weight performance leather.

JAPANESE CalfSKN™
Our CalfSKN™ leather comes from specialty-tanned Japanese Calfskin that has very tight fibers and fine pores. This leather holds vibrant colors very well, and resists in a very smooth appearance that is extremely light-weight. Ideal for professional, college, high-school, and club players looking for high performance gloves.

AUSTRALIAN CAIMAN
American Caiman provides a unique look and feel, and is ideal for parts of your Custom Nocona. The rigid reptilian scales, combined with its flexible portions, provide an exceptional leather for the palm of your ball gloves for its superior grip and customized feel.
Nokona’s elite performance, ready-for-play, position-specific series. The X2 Elite™ is made with Nokona’s proprietary top-grain Stampede™ Steerhide and Kangaroo leathers, for a light-weight and game-ready glove. The perfect combination of top quality and high performance.
The Alpha™ series is built with virtually no break-in needed, using the highest-quality American Bison and Steerhide leathers so that players can perform at the top of their game. A position-specific, light-weight, durable, high-performing baseball and softball series for all ages.
Inspired by Nokona’s history of handcrafting ball gloves in America for over 80 years, the proprietary Walnut Crunch™ leather is a signature of Nokona. This glove provides great stability, durability, and a game-ready feel. The classic Walnut™ series has been updated to highlight the glove’s modern features, while also paying tribute to Nokona’s long-standing baseball and softball heritage.

**WALNUT™**

**MSRP $290  MAP $240**

**W-1150**

- P, 2B, 3B, SS
- 11.5”
- Closed Web
- RHT

**W-1175**

- 2B, 3B, SS
- 11.75”
- Closed Web
- RHT

**W-1200**

- INFIELD
- 12”
- Open Web
- LHT/RHT

**W-V1200**

- INFIELD/OUTFIELD
- 12”
- Closed Web
- RHT

**W-V1250**

- INFIELD/OUTFIELD
- 12.5”
- Closed Web
- RHT/LHT

**W-V1300**

- OUTFIELD
- 13”
- Closed Web
- RHT

**W-1300**

- OUTFIELD
- 13”
- Closed Web
- RHT/LHT

**W-N70 NEW**

- 1ST BASE
- 13”
- H-Web
- RHT

**W-N80 NEW**

- 1ST BASE
- 14”
- Closed Web
- RHT

**W-V3250**

- CATCHER
- 32.5”
- Closed Web
- RHT

**W-3350 NEW**

- CATCHER
- 33.5”
- Closed Web
- RHT
Introducing the SuperSoft™ series, made with ultra-premium top-grain Steerhide for an amazingly soft feel. The SuperSoft™ glove is like no other; supple and game ready, yet retains its structure and durability. Find a way to try one on – you won’t want to take it off.

**SUPERSOFT™**

**NEW SERIES**

**MSRP** $350 **MAP** $300

**SELECT PATTERNS**

XFT-200 • MSRP $310 **MAP** $260

**ADULT PATTERNS**

ALL OTHERS • MSRP $350 **MAP** $300

---

**TOP GRAIN STEERHIDE**

BASEBALL

SOFTBALL

---

**GAME READY**

**BREAK-IN**

**HEAVIER**

---

**XFT-200-CO**

INFIELD/OUTFIELD

11.25”

-430g

RHT

**XFT-1150-CO**

INFIELD/OUTFIELD

11.5”

-430g

RHT

---

**XFT-200-TN**

NEW

INFIELD/OUTFIELD

11.25”

-430g

RHT

**XFT-1175-OX**

NEW

INFIELD

11.75”

-680g

H-web

RHT

---

**XFT-1200-OX**

NEW

INFIELD

12”

-680g

Closed Web

RHT/LHT

---

**XFT-1200-CO**

INFIELD

12”

-680g

Closed Web

RHT

---

**XFT-1200-TN**

NEW

INFIELD

12”

-680g

Closed Web

RHT

---

**XFT-7-OX**

NEW

OUTFIELD

12.5”

-640g

Full Top

RHT

---

**XFT-V1250-CO**

INFIELD

12.5”

-750g

Closed Web

RHT

---

**XFT-V1250-OX**

NEW

INFIELD/OUTFIELD

12.5”

-750g

Closed Web

RHT/LHT

---

**XFT-V1250-TN**

NEW

INFIELD/OUTFIELD

12.5”

-750g

Closed Web

RHT

---

**WARRANTY GUARANTEE**
BLOODLINE™

WARRANTY GUARANTEE

MSRP $500  MAP $450

A pro model glove that is structured and extremely lightweight. Made with Nokona's proprietary Kangaroo leather; one of the strongest, lightweight, and most durable leathers in the world. Bloodline™ utilizes an interior padding system that provides superior structure, and still allows for great feel and ball control.

STEVEN BRAULT
PITTSBURGH PITCHER
IN THE BLOODLINE™ P1

AUSTRALIAN KANGAROO

GAME READY  BREAK-IN REQUIRED  LIGHT WEIGHT  HEAVIER

P4
2ND BASE
11.25”
-300g
RHT

P6
SHORTSTOP
11.5”
-350g
RHT

P1
PITCHER
12”
Closed Web
RHT, LHT

P5
3RD BASE
11.75”
-350g
RHT

100% USA LABOR SINCE 1934
Introducing the Nokona SKNTM series, a unique combination of Nokona’s proprietary American Bison and Japanese CalfSKNTM. This glove is lightweight and highly structured, for professional, college, and elite players at all levels. The ultimate combination, featuring the character and feel of Nokona’s signature American Bison, with the performance and technical edge of CalfSKNTM.

SELECT PATTERNS
S-200-14 (New)
MSRP $350  MAP $300

ADULT PATTERNS
ALL OTHERS  MSRP $400  MAP $350

GAME READY  BREAK-IN REQUIRED

LIGHT WEIGHT  HEAVIER

HIGH QUALITY CalfSKNTM

AMERICAN BISON

SKN-200-SK NEW
INFIELD
11.25" 320g  RHT

SKN-6-RD NEW
2B, 3B, SS
11.5" 320g  RHT

SKN-6-RY NEW
2B, 3B, SS
11.5" 320g  RHT

SKN-1-BL NEW
INFIELD
12" 345g  RHT
Closed Web

SKN-8-NV NEW
OUTFIELD
12.75" 450g  RHT

SKN-9-NV NEW
OUTFIELD
13" 460g  RHT
Closed Web

SKN-3-BL NEW
1ST BASE
12" 345g  RHT, LHT
H-Web

SKN-V2-WH NEW
CATCHER
23.5" 650g  RHT
Closed Web

SKN-2-BL NEW
CATCHER
23.5" 650g  RHT
THE CLASSIC AMERICAN-MADE GLOVE, PERSONALIZED TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS.

Start by choosing your Catching Hand, Sport, and Position. Choose your size, web, leathers, lace colors, logos, and custom embroidery to create a unique glove that will be handcrafted for you in our Texas factory.

FOLLOW THE STEPS AND PREVIEW YOUR DESIGN AT WWW.NOKONA.COM

My First Nokona™ is an instant classic - a unique, must-have gift for any baseball lover. Customize your glove with your choices of color, and include the child’s full name, birth date, and a center icon in the palm. My First Nokona™ is branded with the Nokona logo and name, and is an authentic child’s size 9” glove made of genuine leather. This is not only a great baby gift, but is loved by toddlers as well - it’s the perfect size for them to use!
ACCESSORIES & GLOVE CARE

NOKONA GLOVE CONDITIONER™

Nokona Leather Treatment - Classic Glove Conditioner is ideal for breaking in, cleaning, and preserving glove leather. Used for over 50 years, we swear by it. Unlike liquefied oils, NLT Classic won’t soak into the padding. Just as you would treat your skin when dry, retreat your glove as needed.

LACES

LEATHER LACES LL-36
Available in bags of 25 (3/16") or Sold Individually

LEATHER LACES LL-14
Available in bags of 25 (1/4") or Sold Individually

LACE COLOR OPTIONS:
- Tan
- Black
- Chocolate
- Tomato Orange
- Purple
- Red
- Kelly Green
- Dark Green
- Silver
- Neon Yellow
- Burgundy
- Navy
- Blue
- Neon Pink
- Neon Orange

TOMAHAWK GLOVE MALLET

NOKONA PALM SAVER NPS
Designed by Nokona as an additional padding source for the palm area of your glove.
Great for catchers.
*Available in Left and Right, One Size Fits Most.

NOKONA WRIST SAVER NWS
Designed by Nokona for players desiring better hand control of their gloves.
*Works on either Hand One Size Fits Most.